ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Pope to Meet With Patriarch of Orthodox Tewahedo Church of Ethiopia
Represents some 35M faithful

ZENIT STAFF  FEBRUARY 25, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Analyzing the Francis-Kirill Meeting

“Perhaps we have just experienced the globalisation of the spiritual. … In view of the globalisation of suffering that we are experiencing in this day and age, it is obvious that the answers and reactions also have to be global.”

ZENIT STAFF   FEBRUARY 18, 2016
Quick Summary of Common Declaration Signed by Pope and Patriarch

30 Paragraphs that cover a variety of themes

KATHLEEN NAAB  FEBRUARY 12, 2016
Pope’s Brief Words After Signing Common Declaration With Kirill

“I confess to you that I have felt the consolation of the Spirit in this dialogue”

KATHLEEN NAAB   FEBRUARY 12, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Francis and Kirill, Together at Last
After a millennium of divisions, the Pope and Patriarch are together in Cuba

KATHLEEN NAAB  FEBRUARY 12, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Pope Francis and Russian Orthodox Leader Will Meet to Utter ‘Mutual Cry for Peace’

News of meeting has been well received in Russia and the Orthodox world

EVA-MARIA KOLMANN  FEBRUARY 11, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

**Pope Asks Prayers for His Meeting With Russian Orthodox Patriarch**

‘I will Go to Havana to Meet My Dear Brother Kirill’

KATHLEEN NAAB  FEBRUARY 10, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

US Bishops Launch National Catholic-Muslim Dialogue
Chicago archbishop to be co-chair

ZENIT STAFF  FEBRUARY 9, 2016
Orthodox Official: Pope and Patriarch Will Meet Because of Genocide of Christians in Mideast

Metropolitan Hilarion: “It is necessary to put aside internal disagreements and unite efforts for saving Christianity in the regions where it is subjected to the most severe persecution”
Leader of Europe’s Bishops’ Conferences Writes Kirill to Promise Prayers for Meeting With Pope

“I implore the Lord’s blessing on this meeting, that it may have a fruitful outcome”
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

**Vatican, World Council of Churches Meet on Interreligious Dialogue**

Annual meeting gives opportunity to consider future initiatives

ZENIT STAFF  FEBRUARY 5, 2016
Pope Announces Another Interreligious Soccer Match
Organized by Scholas Occurrentes, It Will Be Held in Rome’s Olympic Stadium on May 29

SERGIO MORRA  FEBRUARY 4, 2016
INTERVIEW: ‘How Is Pope Francis Advancing Ecumenical Relations?’ ‘In Every Way,’ Says Rome’s Anglican Leader
Archbishop David Moxon Speaks to ZENIT on Efforts Being Done to Close Gap Between Christians

DEBORAH CASTELLANO LUBOV  JANUARY 29, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Canadian Ecumenical Leader to Celebrate 100th Birthday
Jesuit directed Canadian Centre for Ecumenism Until 1984

ZENIT STAFF  JANUARY 25, 2016
INTERVIEW: All Pope Francis Says, Does, Opens Doors Once Shut, Says Christian Leader in Rome
Methodist Reverend Dr. Tim Macquiban Speaks on How Holy Father’s Warmth Witnesses God’s Love for All

DEBORAH CASTELLANO LUBOV  JANUARY 25, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Papal Visit to Great Mosque of Rome Likely Taking Shape
Delegation today made official invitation; event would be in context of Year of Mercy

SERGIO MORA  JANUARY 20, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Pope Francis and the Evangelicals
Does the Holy Father’s outreach go beyond the merely symbolic?

BISHOP ROBERT BARRON  JANUARY 19, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Lutheran Pastor in Rome Recalls Pope’s Visit in This Week of Prayer for Christian Unity
Says Next Year’s 500th Anniversary of the Reformation Is Occasion to Promote Ecumenism

FEDERICO CENCI  JANUARY 19, 2016
ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Imam Joins Dominican Friar in Fight Against Christian Persecution in Pakistan
Decry together the country’s blasphemy laws

ZENIT STAFF  DECEMBER 3, 2015

ECUMENISM AND INTERRELIGIOUS DIALOGUE

Catholics and Lutherans in US Note 32 Points of Agreement
Request Lutheran World Federation and Vatican’s Council for Christian Unity to Assent to Document

ZENIT STAFF  NOVEMBER 4, 2015
INTERVIEW: Hindu Leader: Catholic Church Sets Example Other Religions Should Follow
Scholar Praises Spirit of ‘Nostra Aetate,’ Pope Francis; Says Religion Should Bring Out Best in People

DEBORAH CASTELLANO LUBOV  OCTOBER 29, 2015
INTERVIEW: ‘Each Jewish Person in Buenos Aires Thinks Bergoglio Was His Best Friend’
As ‘Nostra Aetate’ Marks 50 Years, Argentine Jew Claudio Epelman Tells ZENIT How Pope Francis’ Interreligious Gestures Are Making History

DEBORAH CASTELLANO LUBOV  OCTOBER 28, 2015
INTERVIEW: Fighting Extremism With Friendship and Knowledge
Rabbi Alon Goshen-Gottstein Speaks on Crowdfunding Campaign to Rebuild the Church of the Multiplication in Tabgha

JUNNO AROCHO ESTEVES  AUGUST 4, 2015

Caritas Head in Central Africa Selected for Humanitarian Award
Archbishop Dieudonné Nzapalainga Among Recipients of Sergio Vieria de Mello Award

ZENIT STAFF  JULY 14, 2015

Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew I’s Message to Pope Francis on Feast of Sts. Peter and Paul
“The celebration of the Thronal feast of our Churches is a reminder, Your Holiness, of the very significant fact that, despite the regrettable interruption of full communion among us, both of our Churches remain
united in honoring the memory of our common Saints, who comprise the stable foundation on which we are called to build full union inasmuch as the Church of Christ is essentially a communion of Saints.”

ZENIT STAFF  JUNE 30, 2015